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edited by Anthony J. Catolico Tuesday, January 14, 2009 The final one! OK, the final one. I'm having
to take my leave of this blog. I've had the "I really don't like this blog anymore and should just move
on" feeling for a couple of months now, but the last straw was running across a post someone made
about their plans to keep readmitted patients at home in Illinois: "If we had a home in Chicago, we
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could at least sit there and read the newspaper in the easy chair and watch the TV and do some
knitting and not have to worry about having another thing checked off our list." So, I feel no
remorse, I have no need to comment, but rather we must move on. The trail of breadcrumbs points
to blogs and political action committees, and thus I give the following links: Thanks for the visit!
Actually, I should have nothing to say. But it's always fun to return to the blog after months away.
The blog is doing just fine, and I'm particularly happy that I'm still writing on it. 11 comments: I'll
miss you. But I wouldn't want to sound too sentimental, especially as a first draft. "If we had a home
in Chicago, we could at least 04aeff104c
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